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Towards the design of a wideband reflective long period grating
distributed sensor
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Abstract
In this paper, we computationally investigate the effects ofmetal coating length and coating coverage
on the reflected spectrumof a long period grating (LPG) over a broad bandwidth. Simulation results
indicate that coating the tail end of the fiber between the LPG and the end facet of thefiber provides a
reflected spectrum thatmimics the LPG transmission spectrum shape over a 400 nmbandwidth.
Based on single LPG simulation results, we present the design of a distributed LPG structure
containing amultiple number (n) of LPGs in reflectionmode for the first time. Simulation results for
n=1, 2, and 3 are presented here to demonstrate the concept of a distributed reflective LPGdesign. It
is expected that such a sensorwill open a newwindow for distributed sensing using reflective LPGs.

1. Introduction

A long period grating (LPG)works on the principle of light coupling between the fundamental coremode and a
number of co-propagating claddingmodes [1–3]. Such coupling results in an LPG transmission spectrumwith a
number of discrete attenuation bands depending on the phasematching condition for a resonancewavelength
lm( ) given by [1]:

l = - Ln n 1m eff co eff cl
m

, ,( ) ( )

where neff co, is the effective refractive index of the guided coremode, neff cl
m

, is the effective refractive index of the
m-th order claddingmode and L is the grating period. It can be seen from equation (1) that the resonance
wavelengths are dependent on the grating period and the effective refractive indices of the core and the cladding
modes.

Since external parameters, such as temperature, pressure, or a secondarymedium in close proximity with
the cladding can directly influence the effective indices of the claddingmodes, the resonance wavelengths also
respond to these changes. Thus, LPG sensors have found several potential applications inmonitoring
temperature, strain, and refractive index [4–8]. However, an LPG is limited in applications in that it can only be
used as a transmission sensor, compared to afiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensorwhich is convenient as a reflection
mode sensor. From a packaging viewpoint, it is preferable to use the same facet for coupling light into and out of
thefiber tomaximize their applications [9].

To overcome the abovementioned limitation of a conventional LPGdesign, several LPGdesigns have
recently been reported in literature that can operate in the reflectionmode [10–14]. For example, in [11], an LPG
based on theMichelson interferometer was investigated to collect light reflected from the end facet offiber at the
input facet. However, interferometric fringes containing reflected spectrummade data interpretation
cumbersome. Then in [12], a reflective LPG containing a polymermicrotip at the end facet that reflects select
claddingmodeswas proposed. Although this reflective LPGwas able tomeasure the refractive indices of water/
glycerol solution, a complex fabrication process for polymermicrotip using photo polymerizationwas utilized.
In [14], a very compact reflective LPG that reflects light without interferometric fringes was reported. In this
design, both thefiber end facet and the side of the fiberwas coatedwith silvermetal in order to obtain a reflected
spectrum thatmimicked the transmitted spectrum. The design and operation of the reflective LPGwas limited
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towithin a narrow bandwidth around one of the resonancewavelengths, thus limiting the understanding of the
use of the sensor across awide bandwidth, specifically for distributed sensing applications. Additionally, the
reflective LPGdesign used a very short length of end coatingwhichwas not optimized to completelymimic the
transmission spectrum shape.

In this work, we show that—(1) the coating length, defined as length of themetal coating from the end facet
of the fiber, and (2) the coating coverage, defined as the ratio ofmetal coating length over the LPG to the total
length of the LPG, have a significant impact on the reflected spectrumover awide bandwidth. Using these
results, we present an optimized design for reflective distributed LPG structure comprising of n number of LPGs
with different periods in a singlefiber that entirelymimics the transmission spectrumover awide bandwidth for
thefirst time.

2.Geometric structure of a distributed reflective LPG

A schematic diagramof the proposed distributed sensor design comprising of cascaded reflective LPGs is shown
infigure 1. The grating period of the n-th LPG is denoted by L .n Lc denotes the coating length, Lgn is the length
of n-th LPG, Lend is the length of the tail end of thefibermeasured from the end facet to the end of the n-th LPG,
di is the distance between two adjacent LPGs. In this design, we used gold as themetal coating the fiber. Please
note that in all of the cases considered in this paper for reflective LPG, thefiber end facet is always coatedwith
metal.We used commercially available FIMMWAVEPhotonDesign software, a fully-vectorialmode solver, to
simulate the reflective LPGdesign.We considered thefiber parameters of commercially available SMF-28fiber
in our FIMMWAVEmodels and used the grating strength value of the proposed LPGof ´ -3 10 4 [15].

3. Simulation results and discussions

The simulation results and associated discussions are organized in the followingway. First, in section 3.1, based
on our recent work [16], we discuss the effects of design parameters on the spectrumof a single reflective LPG.
Next, in section 3.2, we present the simulation results for a distributed reflective LPGdesign and present the
optimized design of a distributed reflective LPG structure that completelymimics the transmission spectrum
shape over a 400 nmwide bandwidth.

3.1. Single reflective LPG
The effect of coating length and coating coverage on the reflected spectrumof a single LPG is discussed
thoroughly and then the same principle is used to demonstrate the distributed reflected LPGs.

3.1.1. Effects of grating length on the reflected spectrum of LPG
Wefirst studied the effect of the grating length (number of grating periods,N) on the reflected spectrum. For our
chosen design parameters ( mL = 390 m and grating strength of ´ -3 10 4), the coremode couples to LP05,
LP07, LP09 claddingmodes. This results in three discrete resonances at 1382 nm, 1406 nm, and 1558 nm,
respectively, as shown infigure 2. The higher the order of the coupled claddingmode, higher is the sensitivity of
the corresponding resonancewavelength to external parameters since higher order claddingmodes are in close
proximity to the interface between cladding and surroundingmedium.

We increased the value ofN from25 to 65 in steps of 10. It is known from the coupledmode theory that the
coupling strength depends on the refractive index contrast and the local variation ofmode fields over a specific
fiber length [17]. This can be seen from the simulated reflected spectra infigures 2(b)–(f) forN=25–65, that
with an increasingN, the resonance dips get narrower and deeper due to an increase in the coupling strength.
However, the positions of the resonant dips remain unaltered. A reference transmission spectrum forN=45 is
shown infigure 2(a), and it can be seen that the transmission and the reflected spectra forN=45 completely
resemble each other in shape.Hence, for our studies throughout the paper, we choose a value ofN=45.

3.1.2. Effects of coating length on the reflected spectrum of LPG
ForN=45, we studied the effect of themetal coating length (Lc) on the reflected spectrum. To do this, we set
Lc=Lend and varied the coating length from L - L25 2550 in steps of L25 .Only spectra for, L25 , L725 ,

L1450 , L1800 and L2550 are shown figures 3(b)–(f). The simulated results indicate splitting in some of the
resonant dips for a critical length Lc< L1450 .On the other hand, when Lc� L1450 , the reflected spectrum
follows the transmission spectrumwithout any splitting.We hypothesize that the side coating effectively absorbs
the coupled claddingmodes beyond the critcal length of the coatingwhile it propagates at the cladding/metal
interface. Since the coupled claddingmodes are absorbed by themetal coating, the LPG reflected spectrumdoes
not show any interferometric fringes. However, a suitable coating length is highly required to absorb all the
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coupled claddingmodes. It can be said that coating length less than L1450 is not sufficient to absorb all the
coupled claddingmodes, especially for operating over awide bandwidth. The threshold value of the coating
length beyondwhich the transmitted and reflected spectramimic substantially was determined by calculating
the correlation coefficient between these two spectra.We determined the coating length by setting a threshold
correlation factor of 99.5%over which the reflected spectrum follows the transmitted spectrum completely.
Therefore, we choose a value of Lc = L1450 for our design.

Setting the value of = LL 1450 ,end we further looked at the effect of varying the coating length from Lc = 0
to = = LL L 1450c end on the reflected spectrum. It can be seen from the figures 4(b)–(d) that as the coating
length is changed from0 (figure 4(b)) to L 2end/ (figure 4(c)) to Lend (figure 4(d)), the reflected spectrum
increasinglymimics the transmitted spectrum (figure 4(a)), where at 100%, the reflected and transmitted
spectrum are identical over a 400 nmbandwidth.

In all cases infigure 4, the reflected spectra show reduced intensity but increased resonance depth compared
to transmission spectrum.

3.1.3. Effects of coating coverage on the reflected spectrum of LPG
Finally, we studied the effects of coating coverage on the reflected spectrum for LPGwith a grating period of
L = 390 μm. Figures 5(c)–(e) shows how the coating coverage changes the spectra from the optimized reflected
spectrum ( = = LL L 1450c end ) (figure 5 (b)). It can be seen that for 25% coverage (figure 5(c)), the shape of the
dip centered around 1558 nm starts to change and continues for 50% coverage (figure 5(d)) and completely

Figure 1. Schematic of a distributed reflective LPG sensor design comprising of nnumber of LPGswithin a single fiber and all the
designing parameters.

Figure 2. Spectrumof the designed LPG as a function of wavelength for different grating period numbers (N) for n=1 and grating
period of 390 μm: (a) transmitted spectrum and (b)–(f) reflected spectrum for = = LL L 1450 .c end

3
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vanishes for 75% and 100%coverage (figures (e), (f)). This happens because themetal coated directly over the
grating influences the claddingmodes, which in turn alters the coupling condition.

From the single reflective LPG simulations, we conclude that in order for the reflected spectrum to
completelymimic the transmission spectrum shape over a large bandwidth, a coating length greater than 1450 L
and a coating coverage of 0%are the optimal parameters.

3.2.Distributed reflective LPG
Next, we looked at the effect of includingmultiple LPGswithin the same fiber on the reflected spectrum. For
these simulations, we chose three LPGswith periods equal to L = L = 3901 μm (LPG1), L = 3742 μm (LPG2),
and L = 3463 μm (LPG3) for designing a distributed reflective LPGwith up to 3 different LPGs in a singlefiber.
Please note that LPGs are added from the end facet coating side and Lend isfixed at L1450 .1 Just like for an LPG
grating period of L = 3901 μm,we also performed simulations described in section 3.1 for grating periods of

Figure 3.Effects ofmetal coating length on the reflected spectrumof the LPG for n=1,N=45 and grating period is of L = 390
μm: (a) transmitted spectrum and (b)–(f) reflected spectrum.

Figure 4.Effects ofmetal coating length on the reflected spectrumof the LPG for n=1,N=45 and grating period is of L = 390 μm
while keeping the = LL 1450end fixed: (a) transmitted spectrumand (b)–(d) reflected spectrum.
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and L = 3742 μmand L = 3463 μm.These simulations provided the same trends as those observed for the case
of L = 3901 μmperiod reflective LPG. Please note that themost higher order dips for grating periods of
L = 3901 μm, L = 3742 μm, and L = 3463 μmare centered around thewavelengths of 1558 nm1500 nm, and
1400 nm, respectively

3.2.1. Effects of coating coverage and coating length for n=2
Weconsider a simple case of a distributed reflective LPGdesignwith two LPGs (n=2). Figure 6(a) shows the
simulated transmission spectrumwhen two LPGswith grating periods of L = L = 3901 μm (LPG1), and
L = 3742 μm (LPG3) are includedwithin the same fiber. Lend isfixed at L1450 .1 Figures 6(b)–(d) show the
effect of coating length on the LPG closest to thefiber facet ( mL = 390 m1 ) on the reflected spectrum. Similar to
the effects observed in a single LPG case, when = = LL L 1450 ,c end 1 the reflected spectrummimics the
transmitted spectrum completely. It can also be observed that dips for the higher order claddingmodes are at

Figure 5.Effects of coating coverage on the spectrumof the designed LPG for n=1,N=45: (a) transmitted spectrumbefore
inclusion of themetal coating, (c)–(f) reflected spectrum.

Figure 6.Effect of coating length on the reflected spectrumof the designed two LPGs (n=2) added in series and = LL 1450end 1 (a)
transmitted spectrumbefore inclusion of themetal coating, (b)–(d) reflected spectrum.
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wavelengths of 1558 nmand 1500 nm,which are also the dips for individual LPGswith grating period of
L = 3901 μm (LPG1) and L = 3742 μm (LPG3), respectively. Figure 7 shows the effect of coating coverage on
the LPG spectrum. It can be seen fromfigures 7(c)–(f) that similar to the single LPG case, coating coverage leads
to splitting or disappearance of dips.

We also considered the effect of coating themetal over the length of the fiber between the two LPGs.
Figures 8(c)–(e) show the effect of coatingmetal over different areas of the fiber for =L 0.end =L dc

(figure 8(c)), = +L L dc g1 (figure 8(d)), and = + +L L d Lc g g1 2 (figure 8(e)), are the cases for when themetal
is coated over the length between the gratings, the length between the gratings and over the last grating, and the
length between the grating and both gratings, respectively. Please note that Lg1 is the grating length of the LPG
( mL = 390 m1 ) closest to the end facet and Lg2 is for mL = 374 m.2 Figure 8(b) shows the reflected spectrum for
our optimized design parameters. It can be observed fromfigure 8(c) that while the dips for reflected spectrum
are at the samewavelength as those for transmission spectrumonfigure 8(a), the coating significantly affects the

Figure 8. Spectrumof the cascaded two LPGs for different configurations for n= 2 andN=45: (a) transmitted spectrumbefore
inclusion of themetal coating, (b)–(e) reflected spectrum.

Figure 7.Effects of coating coverage on the spectrumof the designed LPG for n= 2 andN=45: (a) transmitted spectrumbefore
inclusion of themetal coating, (b)–(d) reflected spectrum.
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shape of the reflected spectrum. For these cases offigures 8(d)–(e), disappearance, and shifting of the dips can be
observed, and the reflected spectra do notmimic the transmitted spectrum for any configuration. Thus, it can be
concluded that the reflected spectrum follows the transmitted spectrumonlywhen themetal coating is over the
coating length =L Lc end � 1450 L1 and is absent elsewhere.

3.2.2. Effects of coating coverage and coating length for n=3
Simulation results from the single LPG and the dual cascaded LPGs indicate that =L Lc end � 1450 L1provides
reflected spectrum thatmimics the transmitted spectrum. Following this, a three cascaded reflectionmode LPG
is designed and simulated only for =L Lc end=1450 L .1 Three LPGswith grating periods of L = 3901 μm
(LPG1), L = 3742 μm (LPG2), and L = 3463 μm (LPG3) are added in a series, and the simulation results are
shown infigure 9.

It can be seen that the reflected spectrum completelymimics the transmitted spectrumwhen
=L Lc end=1450 L1 and nometal is coated anywhere else. Thus, we have generated an optimized design

solution for a distributed reflective LPG comprising ofmultiple LPGs. Since the designed triple cascaded LPGs
consists of these three grating periods, it is expected that it will couple light at wavelengths of 1558 nm, 1500 nm
and 1400 nm. It can be seen from figure 9 that dips for the higher order claddingmodes are at wavelengths of
1558 nm, 1500 nmand 1400 nmas expected.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, in this paper, the effects ofmetal coating parameters on the spectrumof reflective LPGs for n=1,
2, and 3 number of gratings in a singlefiber have been presented. Coatingmetal over the grating or over any
region between the LPGs either splits or leads to disappearance of some of the dips since it influences the
claddingmodes directly, and therefore, changes the coupling conditions. On the other hand, coating the tail end
after the last LPG alonewithmetal provides a reflected spectrum that completelymimics the transmitted
spectrum. The designmethodology presented in this paper can be applied to a distributed sensor design
comprising of nnumber of cascaded LPGs
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